BIG CHECK. BIG COVERAGE. BIG RELIEF.
POWERED LOCALLY.

®

“THERE WERE NO
PROBLEMS, NO ISSUES.
THEY JUST SAID TO GET
IT FIXED. VERY EASY TO
WORK WITH. VERY NICE
TO WORK WITH THOSE
KINDS OF PEOPLE.”
– LARRY ANDERSEN, OAKES, N.D.
Larry Andersen (center) and Mark Young (left) received a check for $68,149.60 from Heather Fiala, Energy Sales at Agtegra
Cooperative in Oakes, N.D., for Cenex Total Protection Plan® coverage on a Case-IH 600 Quadtrac.

Larry Andersen from Oakes, North Dakota,
has been using Cenex® fuels and lubricants
and enrolling his equipment in the Cenex
Total Protection Plan® for the past 20 years
because of the quality of the products.
Plus, the protection plan provides
Andersen peace of mind by extending
manufacturers’ warranties and providing
coverage for up to 10 years or 10,000 hours
on new equipment, and up to 8 years or
8,000 hours on used equipment.
That’s why he wasn’t too worried last
January when an oil sample analysis
indicated metal particles and contaminants
in the transmission of his Case-IH 600
Quadtrac. When a second sample confirmed
that something was wrong, it was time to
get the tractor looked at because Andersen
certainly didn’t want the tractor breaking
down during spring’s work.

some of the shafts were on back order,
and there was no guarantee that
the tractor would be ready by spring.
Agtegra Cooperative and the Cenex
Total Protection Plan® helped cover that
problem too. “Cenex® agreed to let us
put in the remanufactured transmission,
which was a plus for us to get the tractor
back home in time for spring’s work,”
Andersen said.
Agtegra Cooperative and the hasslefree claims process ensured Andersen’s
equipment was ready when it was time to
work. “There were no problems, no issues.
They just said to get it fixed,” Andersen
explained. “It’s very nice to work with
those kinds of people, and I’ve always
been happy with the products, and you
can’t beat the warranty,” Andersen said.
“Cenex stands behind their product.”

Mechanics found that three of the shafts
and the bearings in the transmission were
bad and needed replacing. Unfortunately,

Give your certified Cenex® distributor a call today and they’ll help you
determine the right energy products and protection for all your equipment.
You can also visit cenex.com for more information or to enroll.
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Visit cenex.com/tpp for more information.

WHAT IS THE
CENEX TOTAL
PROTECTION PLAN®?
The Cenex Total Protection
Plan® extends beyond
manufacturers’ warranties
and provides coverage
to farmers who use
premium Cenex® fuels and
lubricants. It covers new
equipment for up to
10 years or 10,000 hours
and used equipment for
up to 8 years or 8,000
hours, with no deductible.

